Abstract. Let E be an elliptic curve having Complex Multiplication by the full
here A is an ideal of O K which is uniquely determined up to a multiplication by a number from K. Thus E(H) uniquely defines an ideal class [A] of K represented by A , which is said to be the Steinitz class of E and denoted by St(E). (Similarly, any module M over a Dedekind domain R defines an ideal class of R, which is said to be the Steinitz class of M and denoted by St(M).) So the structure of the Mordell group E(H), as a module over the Dedekind domain O K ,is uniquely determined by its rank s, Steinitz class St(E), and torsion part. Therefore, it is important to determine the Steinitz class St(E). D. Dummit and W. Miller [5] in 1996 determined the Steinitz class for some specific elliptic curves when D = 10 and also found some properties of them.
Let l = rank Z (E(F )) be the Z-rank of (E(F )), G = Gal(H/F ) be the Galois group of H/F (which will be shown to be a quadratic extension). Let [A] denote the ideal class represented by the ideal A of O K . Since St(E) is concerned only with the free part of E(H), we put E(·) f = E(·)/E(·) tor , i.e., the quotient group of the Mordell group E(·) modulo its torsion part. Note that E(·) f is isomorphic to the free part of E(·).
We will also use this notation to subgroups of Mordell groups.
We will analysis the interior structure of E(H), give a general theorem for the structure of modules over Dedekind domain, and then determine Steinitz classes St(E)
for some types of elliptic curves. In particular, when D = p is a prime number and p ≡ 3 (mod 4), we will prove that St(E) is the principal class of K And when the prime number D = p ≡ 1 (mod 4), we will show that
where |H 1 (G, E(H) f )| is the order of the first cohomology group H 1 (G, E(H) f ), and P is any prime factor of 2 in K.
The Weierstrass equation of E could be assumed as [3] E :
with a 2 , a 4 , a 6 ∈ F . 
, where E could be any elliptic curve having complex multiplication by
is a real number [6] . Thus F = Q(j(E)) has a real embedding into the complex field. Note that K is totally imaginary, K ⊂ F is impossible, so H ⊂ F ,
This proves the lemma.
For any α ∈ O K , let [α] denote the endomorphism of E corresponding to α. Comparing to E, we consider the following elliptic curve
Note that E D and E are isomorphic via the map
Thus E D also has complex multiplication by O K , and is defined over F . Via the isomorphism i of E and E D , we have obviously that
The subgroup I of E(H) defined here is very important in the following analysis.
Proof. By [5] we have
Proof. If P = (x, y) ∈ E(F ) f with P ∈ I f , then y = 0, which means that P is a torsion point. So P = O is the infinite point, and
This completes the proof.
As for the index of E(F ) f ⊕ I f in E(H) f , we have the following theorem.
where
By the definition of cocycle we have that 0 = ξ e = ξ σ 2 = (ξ σ ) σ + ξ σ , so (ξ σ ) σ = −ξ σ , thus ξ σ ∈ I f , and φ is a map of Z 1 (G, E(H) f ) to I f . Via the map φ we could see that
Main Results and Their Proofs
We first give a general theorem on torsion-free finitely-generated module over 
When n = 1, every thing is obvious. Assume then the statement is true for n − 1 and consider the homomorphism of
where (L :
.
When restricted on C, the map ρ is injective, so we have
O K . So via the hypothesis of our induction, we know that
B i , and (
, where B n = B. Now the proof is completed by the following lemma.
Lemma 5. Assume A 1 and A 2 are two non-zero ideals of Dedekind domain R, then
we have isomorphism of R-modules :
Proof. See Lemma 13 in [7] p.168.
We now intend to prove our main results via our Theorem 2. First we need to find what the L and M of Theorem 2 correspond to in E(H) .
Proof. Assume P 1 , · · · , P l form a Z-basis of E(F ) f . We will prove 
Now suppose that

